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Robust Control
Robust control is important for deployment of robots
in real scenarios. Such controllers are able to cope
with changes and uncertainty better.

Types of Uncertainty
1. Internal uncertainty - considers the uncertainty in
how we perceive the world, for instance the weight
of the robot may vary.

2. External uncertainty - uncertainty to external
perturbations such as abrupt external forces.

Main Challenges
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Minimization over the possible MDPs in the
uncertainty set is a hard problem and infeasible in
practice.

Action Robust RL
We suggest to consider robustness to action
uncertainty. This formulation enables efficient
approaches.
Compared to the standard robust approach, which
requires an uncertainty set, AR only requires a scalar
value α ∈ [0, 1], denoting how uncertainty we are in
the actions outcome.

Experiments
These experiments test robustness to model uncertainty (Y axis) and abrupt external forces (X
axis). Higher (yellow) is better.
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The action robust approach improves performance even in the absence of adversarial
perturbations.

Algorithm Overview
Soft Robust Policy Iteration

1: Initialize: α, η, π̄0, k = 0
2: while criterion is not satisfied do
3: πk ∈ argmaxπ′ v

πmix
P,α (π

′,π̄k)

4: π̄ ∈ argminπ̄′
⟨
π̄′,∇π̄v

πmix
P,α (πk,π̄) |π̄=π̄k

⟩
5: π̄k+1 = (1− η)π̄k + ηπ̄

6: k← k+ 1
7: Return πk−1

•We prove that this algorithm converges to the Nash
equilibrium, the optimal robust solution.
•We derive a deep reinforcement learning approach, inspired
by this algorithm.

Summary
1.We introduce the Action Robust model.
2.We provide a Policy Iteration, gradient based approach with
convergence guarantees.

3.We introduce a deep reinforcement learning approach, based
on DDPG, and evaluate our approach - showing that it results
in policies robust to both internal and external uncertainties.

4.Our approach can cope with uncertainties and transfer to
unseen domains.

Additional Information
• Code: github.com/tesslerc/ActionRobustRL
• Email: chen.tessler@campus.technion.ac.il
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